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The recent case of FKP Commercial Developments Pty Ltd v Zurich Australian Insurance Limited considered the
meaning of ‘professional services’ within a design and construct policy.

Facts of the case
FKP Commercial Developments Pty Limited was the developer of a building project under a contract with FKP Constructions Pty Limited,

a head contractor. FKP Constructions used third party consultants and sub-contractors, choosing not to perform any design or

construction works itself.

The registered proprietors of the common property and commercial buildings alleged:

1. numerous defects and non-complying construction work; and

2. losses arising from breaches of the statutory warranties under the Home Building Act 1989 and/or a common law or statutory duty of

care.

The FKP parties sought an indemnity for the claim under their ‘Design and Construction Professional Indemnity’ insurance policy. Insurers

rejected the claim on the basis that the potential liability did not arise from the provision of ‘professional services’ as defined under the

policy.

Judgment
On the question of whether the claim was a ‘claim for civil liability… based on the insured’s provision of professional services’, the court

held the claim fell outside the scope of the policy. The court held that FKP’s liability arose from its position as the owner/developer of the

property, and not from the provision of professional services.

The court characterised the liability of the FKP parties as wholly based on or arising from the following, which were not covered under the

policy:

1. Construction, manufacture, assembly, installation, erection, maintenance or physical alteration of buildings, goods, products or

property (which are excluded from the definition of ‘Professional Services’); or

2. Defects in or lack of suitability of products and goods used in the construction of the common property of the residential building’

(which are excluded under the policy).
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Considerations for underwriters
This case serves as a reminder that, in the words of the judge in the case, ‘a party gets the policy they pay for’.
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